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ABSTRACT

Let NNIL (No Nestings of Implication to the Left) be the fragment of IpL

(intuitionistic propositional logic) in which the antecedent of any impli-

cation is always prime. The following strong interpolation theorem is proved:

if IpL }-A+B and A or B is in NNIL, then there is an interpolant I in KNIT The

proof consists in constructing I from a proof of A+B in a sequent calculus

system by means of a variant of a method devised by K. Schutte. This settles

a question posed by A. Visser.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Let NNIL (No Nestings of Implication to the Left) be the following fragment

of IpL (intuitionistic propositional logic):

i) T,1 and all propositional variables are in NNIL;

ii) NNIL is closed under A and V ;

iii) if P is a propositional variable and AENNIL, then P;AENNIL.

In this note, we prove the following:

1.2. Theorem (strong interpolation for NNIL).

Let A,B be formulae of IpL such thatt-A4B (i.e. IpL proves A+B). If AENNIL

or BENNIL, then there is an interpolant IENNIL for A->B, i.e.

i) t-A41, 1'I-4B;
ii) all propositional variables of I occur both in A and in B.

The proof consists in constructing the interpolant I from a (cut-free) proof

of A-1'B in a sequent calculus system.

This settles a question posed by A. Visser in [V85]. In that paper, he ob-

tains (among other things) an indirect proof for the more difficult part of

1.2. (the case AENNIL; see 1.1.4. in [V85]), and asks whether a direct

proof can be given.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Notation.

All formulae are in intuitionistic propositional logic, with A, v, + as con-

nectives and the constants T and 1. P,Q,... are propositional variables;

A,B,C,... are formulae; r, A, r',... are finite (possibly empty) sets of

formulae. P is the set of propositional variables. We write r,t for the

conjunction of r and A; r,A stands for r,{A}.

[A] ([A] ) is the set of all positively (negatively) occurring propositional

variables in A, defined by

[T]+= [T]
=[1]+=

[1] =(

[P]+={P}

[P]
[AAB]+=[AVB]+=[A]+U[B]+
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[AAB] =[AvB] =[A] U[B]

=[A] U[B]+

[A]:=[A]+U[A] is the set of all propositional variables in A.

2.2. The derivation system.

We use the following sequent calculus:

axioms:

(P) r,P!-P

(1) r,11-P

(T)

rules:

rf-T

r4-B ,A,BF-C
(AR)

r4-AAB

ri-A. (i=1,2)

(AL)
r,AABJ-C

(v R) (vL)
r, AFC r,B{-C

t R

rFA1A A2

r,A4-B (iL)

r ,AVBFC

r4-A
r4-A+B r,A+B4-C

Related systems can be found in [S62], [T75]. All these systems satisfy the

Cut Elimination property:

(*) if r4-A and r,AI-B, then r1B.

2.3. Schutte's interpolation method.

Schutte gives in [S62] a method to build an interpolant from a derivation

of 4-A;B. This method can be rendered as follows:

(iPl) r(T) A P (-P
(ill) r(T) 0 ,14-P
(iT) r (T) A F T

r(11) 0 l- A r(12) A E- B
(iAR)

r (IIAI2) A FAAB

r(I1) A, AFc r(12) B, ABC
(iVL1) r(IIAI2) AVB, Al- C

(iP2) r,P (P) Q 4- P

(i12) r,l (1) A E- P
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r,A (11) AFC r,B (12) AFC
(1VL2)

(i-+Ll)

(i+L2)

r,AVB (I1V12) AFC

r(I1) AI-A r(12) B, AI-C
r(I1A12) A-+B, AI-C

A (I1) rFA r,B (I2) AFC
r,A-+B (11-+12) AhC

We explain this notation with an example.

(inR) means:

if rv I1 , I1,AFA
and r )- I2 , I21AFB,

then r )- I1AI2, I1AI2, AFAnB;

so (i,R) indicates how an.interpolant for r-+(A-+AnB) can be obtained from

interpolants for r+(A+A) and r -+(A-+B).
(Here r+A stands for or) +A.)

For rules not mentioned here ((AL), (VR), (-o-R)), the interpolant for the con-
clusion is the same as for the premiss.

Now the Interpolation Theorem is proved as follows. Assume F A+B; then there

is a derivation of AFB in the derivation system defined in 2.2. With induc-

tion over the length of the derivation it is shown (using Schutte's method)

that any partition r, A FA of a sequent in the derivation has an interpolant

I, i.e. rFI, I,AFA and [i]c[r]n[A,A]. Hence A-+B has an interpolant.

Applying Schutte's method to derivations of AFB with e.g. AENNIL does not

always yield an IENNIL:

(-)-L) P (P) F P Q (Q) P F Q

(-+L) P+Q (P-)-Q) P F Q P,R(R) P-+QFR

(AL) P,Q -+R ((P-+Q) +R) P -+Qf R

(-+R) PA(Q-+R) ((P+Q) -+R) P -QF- R

P n(Q+R) ((P-+Q) -+R) F ( P -+R

It turns out that (i-+L2), the only place where an -+ is added to I, has to
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be modified. This will be done in the next section. First we state some

properties of the derivation system:

2.4. Lemma

i) rI-A -. r, OF A;
ii) r F A r[P:=B] F A[P:=B];

iii) P C [A] . A,P -)- B l- A[P:=B
Proof.

i) Induction over the length of a derivation of rIA.

ii) Induction over the length of a derivation of II-A. For the case rIA is an

axiom (P) or (!:we need to show that r,AFA and r,11-A are derivable,

which is easy.

iii) Simultaneous induction over the logical complexity of A, together with

the statement

P f [A]+ .* A[P:=B], P - B F A.

3. THE PROOF

3.1. We split the proof of 1.2. in two parts, according to whether AENNIL or

BENNIL.

3.2. Lemma. Assume F, AFC is derivable and r cNNIL. Then there is an I with:

i) rFI, I, A FC;

ii) [I] c [r] n [,&,C];
iii) IENNIL;

iv) if C is a propositional variable and CC [A] then CC [I] .

Proof. Induction over the length of a derivation of r, of C.

r, Mi-C is an axiom or the conclusion of a rule different from (-)-L): apply

Schutte's interpolation method (2.3). (i)-(iv) follow directly by induction.

r, OFC is the conclusion of (-*L) : we have two cases.
Case 1: A -* B Er (A -* B is the 'new' formula in the conclusion of (+L)) . Then

A is a propositional variable, say P.
By the induction hypothesis, we have a r' with r',P+B=r and Ill 1

2
with:

a) r'I-I1; Il, A -P; r' B F I2; I2, tiF-C;
b) [I1]c[r']n[t,P]; [I2]c[r',B]G[A,C];

c) Ill I2ENNIL;

d) PC[t] -PC [I1] ; if C is a propositional variable and C ([ti] then CC[I2] .

11
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Now we must find an I and show that (i)-(iv) hold. We consider three subcases:

Subcase 1A: C = P.

Put I:=I1.

i) rl-i follows from r'I-I1 (by (a)), rt--r and 2.4(i).
ii), iii): evident.

iv) follows from (d), first part.

Subcase 1B:' CO P, PE[A]. Put I:=I1A (P -+I2) .
i)

r',PFP r',BF12 (a)

r'}-I1 (a) r',P+B,PF12
2.4 (i)

r',P-+BF- I1 r',P-*BlP-,-I2

r'P-*BI-11A (P-+I2), i.e. rFI.

I2, AFC (a)

(a) I1, OF-P 1, 22, AFC

I1, P-+I2, AI-C

I1 A (P -+I2) , AFC i.e. I, t1-C.

ii) [I1, I2)[r]fl[t,c] is easy; as and PE[A] we also have

P E [r]n[D,C], so [I)=[r]n[A,c].
iii) I1, I2ENNIL (by (c)), so I1 A(P+ I2)E NNIL by definition of NNIL.
iv) Assume C is a propositional variable and C f[A]. Then CO [12] (by (d)).

As COP, we also have C f [ A ,P], so (by (b)) C C E I 1]. Hence C J [I] .

Subcase 1C: C 0 P, PC [A]. Put I:=I1[P:=I2].
i) As in subcase 1B, we have r' P + B (_ I1 A (P -+ I2) ; by (d) we have P ([Ill

so I1,P-+I2F I (by 2.4.iii); now apply (*) and we get r',P-+BF-I, i.e. r

2.4. ii

ill A FP

I [ P : = I ] , L [ P : = I ] F 11 2 22
PC [A]

I1[P:=I2], m-I2 I2, AFC

11[P:=I2], AI-C i.e. I, AFC.
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ii) By (b), ([I1]\{P})U [I2]c [r' Bin [A,C]; as [I]=([I1]\{P})U[12], we have

[i]c [r] fl[A,c7.
iii) IENNIL follows from (c) and Pt[I1] (by (d)).

iv) Assume C is a propositional variable, C ([A]. Then CC [I1] by (b),

and CC [I2] by (d); also P t[I1] , by (d). Hence Ct[I].

Case 2: A + B E A. Apply (i +L1) of Schutte's method: it yields an interpolant

I=Iln I2.

(i)-(iv) follow directly.

3.3. Corollary. If {-A-)-B, P,ENNIL, then there is an interpolant IENNIL of A + B.

Now we prove the other half of 1.2.:

3.4. Lemma. Assume r, AFC is derivable.
Then there is an I with:

i) r{-I; I, Af-C;
ii) [I] c[r] fl[A,C];

iii) if CENNIL and AcP then IENNIL;
iv) if r a P, then I is the conjunction of propositional variables.

Proof. Induction over the length of a derivation of r, AtC.

r, Af-C is an axiom or the conclusion of a rule different from (+ L): apply

Schutte's method.

r, AFC is the conclusion of (+ L): we have three cases.

Case 1: A + B E r, C ENNIL, A c P. Here (i + L2) of Schutte I s method prescribes
the interpolant

I1 +22
(see 2.3). This interpolant satisfies (i) and (ii),

but not (iii) in general (only if 1
1
E P). However, 1

1
is the conjunction of

propositional variables, for it is the interpolant of A,r'f-A (with r=r', A+B)

and AcP. Let 11=P
1 A ... APn

, then we put 1:=P
1

+ ( ... (P n+1
2

) ... ). Now
I-I1 + I2 so I satisfies (i), (ii) ; also I E NNIL, for (by ind. hyp.) I2E NNIL.
(iv) is trivially satisfied (for A + B E r) .

Case 2: A + B E r, (C C NNIL or A (f- P. Now follow (i + L2) of Schutte's method:

then (i),(ii) are satisfied, and (iii),(iv) are trivially true.

Case 3: A+BEA.
Follow U+ L1) of Schutte's method: this yields an interpolant I=I1 AI

2
for

which (i),(ii) hold. (iii) is trivially true (for A +B E A) and (iv) follows

by ind. hyp.
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3.5. Corollary. If I-A +B, B E NNIL, then there is an interpolant I E NNIL of A+ B.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS.

4.1. Uniform Interpolation.

Let NNILn be the set of all formulae A of NNIL with [A] C{pl, Pn}.

It is not hard to show that, for any n, NNILn is finite modulo provable

equivalence (induction over n: use P +A EP +A[P:=T]).
A consequence of this is the following uniform version of 1.2.:

i) if A E NNIL,2 C [ A], then there is an I E NNIL with:

l-A+I
for, any B with [A] fl [B] C 79' and { - A + B we have 1-I + B.

ii) if If C [A], then there is an I E NNIL with

[I] c vp,;
I-A ->I;

for any B E NNIL with [A] fl [B] c tP and I-A + B we have I-I +B.

4.2. Positive and negative occurrence.

(±)

Schutte's method (2.3.) yields an interpolant I for f-A+ B with

[I]+ C[A]+ fl [B]+,

[I] c[A]- fl [B] .

However, our adaptation of Schutte's method used in 3.2. does not respect

( ± ) : e.g. in subcase 1B we have PE[I] , but PC [A+ C] is not excluded.

So we conclude with the following open problem:

does 1.2. hold if (±) is added?
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